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SCIENCE 53
CURRENT DIRECTIONS INPSYCHOLOGICAL
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in reaction time
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The reason for the discorrelation.
cr?pant results has not yet been dis
covered.

Reed and I6did find a significant

= +
correlation
(r
.27, corrected for
restriction of range in IQ = +.37)
between
IQ and NCV in the visual
tract going from the retina to the vi
sual cortex

in 147 college
males.
is a part of the central
This pathway
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more
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The fact that the correlations
in nerve tracts that register
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responses some 200 to 300
ms before the neural impulses have
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reached the higher brain centers
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tween NCV and g is a bottom-up
and not a top-down
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is, the higher mental processes
do not
reflected in test performance
in the visual tract,
influence NCV
but nerve fibers in the visual tract

That
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properties
NCV in
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tract and NCV
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centers
association
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higher
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tively correlated. Replication
of these findings are now under way.
If the results hold up, then variance
a
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basic component
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trials, is generally more highly cor
related (negatively) with g than is the
mean or median RT over n trials. In

traindividualvariability inRT (RTSD)
is highly correlated with median
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errors,
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a
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pothesize
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is whether
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RT and RTSD are simply different in
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in RTSD, rather
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to account
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for the
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RT-g relation. WM
of STM. There is now evidence
that
RT tasks become more g loaded as
they tend to strain the capacity of
the
WM,
yet not strain it beyond
threshold of breakdown
and loss of
information.
Tasks at the level of
at which
complexity
breakdown
(hence
tion or inadequate

the threshold of
incorrect solu
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are the best measures

of an
level of g.
relationship can be demon

individual's
This

strated with Chronometrie
tasks by
means of a dual-task paradigm.
For
the subject may be asked
example,
a series of five digits
to memorize
shown for 3 s on a computer moni
tor. Immediately after the digits van
ish, two letters appear. The subject
responds as quickly as possible
by
labeled
pressing one of two keys
"YES" or "NO" to indicate if the let
ters are the same.
a
Immediately,
single probe digit appears, and
subject must respond as quickly
the "YES"
possible
by pressing
"NO" key to indicate whether

the
as
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the
probe digit was or was not included
in the set of five digits previously
RT on each of these dual
presented.
tasks

is longer than when each task
is presented
Even more
separately.
the
of g with
correlation
interesting,
RT on each task is slightly but con
sistently greater in the dual-task than
in the single-task condition.
The oc
cupation of WM by the digit series
causes a longer RT in the interposed
discrimination
task, and individual
in this increment
differences
in RT
in g. Thus, we
an
that
of
may conclude
explanation
the RT-g correlation
also requires a
inWM capac
concept of variance
reflect

differences

notion of capacity
is more
to handle
in neurological
difficult
terms than is either speed or oscilla
tion. Speed may be equated with
NCV and oscillation
with the peri
in the synchronized
action
odicity

CAPACITYOF
WORKING MEMORY

response)

reached

ity.
The

RTSD).

Transmission

in informa
The idea of "noise"
tion processing was suggested by the
finding that intraindividual variabil
as the individu
ity in RT, measured
al's standard deviation of RT over n

that variance

and that the
I basic phenomenon,
in RT ismerely a
correlated variance
of individual
differ
consequence
ences
in RTSD.8 Theoretically,
Ey
senck views RTSD as an index of

is

of large groups of neu
potentials
rons. Psychologists
of the Erlangen
in Germany,
school
have
however,
formulated the notion of capacity of
WM
in terms of neurological
mech
that can be measured
inde
that
argue
capac
They
pendently.11
as bits
of
ity (C), measured
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is the product of speed
information,
transmission
(S) of information
(or
in
measured
bits
NCV),
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and the duration
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the capacity
seconds.12
Thus,
as
WM can be expressed
C bits =

of

S bits/s x D s.

adds yet another basic
D, to the theory of the
component,
of g. Because
causal underpinnings
two somewhat
ele
independent
ments, S and D, are involved in ca
This formula

pacity, we should expect C to be
more highly correlated with g than
of
speed (or RT) alone. Correlations
.67 and .88 have been reported be
measure
tween the experimental
of
C and

on a highly g-loaded
test in two large samples

scores

vocabulary
of adults.10

of the
The proposed
hypothesis
of psy
underpinnings
neurological
es
chometric
g and its empirically
tablished correlation with RT com
sources
three
of
basic
prises
(a) speed of information
related to nerve con
transmission,
or
duction velocity;
(b) oscillation,
variance:

processing,

working memory,
reflecting the rate
of decay of neural traces that origi
nated from external stimuli or from
encoded

neurally
brought
term

information

up momentarily

from

long

memory.

This working
theory is consistent
on
present empirical evidence
RT and g,
the correlation
between
as
the neurological
and although

with

the
pects are still largely speculative,
seem
mechanisms
hypothesized
in
of continued
worthy
empirical
It seems very improba
vestigation.
ble that the proposed hypothesis will
turn out to be wholly
correct. The
correct theory, however,
when
fi
established
evi
nally
by empirical
dence, will probably not be very dif
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of activation
thresholds
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of groups of neurons; and (c) dura
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information
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in immediate
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in speed of
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related to synchronous
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in the adult brain.
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